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i think it would work.imagine the mix between dark & brutal
design of mk and colorful& joyful yamashitas/kotobukiyas

artstyle.maybe little crazy, but still interesting idea
:)mileena from kotobukiyayeah, that will be wonderful!:di

dont know, what would boon thought about this, but
keeping in mind the popularity of the game,it seems to me

a good marketing ploy ;) this is the awesome version of
autumn blaze. she is a beautiful model for a sexy figure

which i think is the best thing i can say about this book.the
figures are usually better sculpted than the average yoi's

though i think this is the first time that i like the
imperfections of a figure more than the perfect doll face. so

this isn't really a bad thing for me. the imperfections are
also essential for the character.you can clearly see her

broken face which makes her more real.all the images were
captured with the same light to avoid harsh shadows - for
me this is quite impressive as the quality of the image is
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mostly great.the color palette is very well spread out as the
images consist of mostly darks and lights and the models

clothes seem to have been painted with acrylics rather than
using standard colors.this makes the colors seem a bit more
realistic and makes her clothes and even her skin look more

realistic.the image quality is also really good though the
angles of the figures are a bit odd sometimes.it seems that

shunya yamashita uses different filters for the images in
this book which makes the images a bit more vibrant and

gives them a bit more color than the more neutral colors of
the regular autumn blaze. overall, i enjoy the look of the

figures and i think they were very well photographed.flickr
facebook google+ instagram
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i just wanted to say hi, i just discovered your blog and i love
it! i am a huge fan of shunya yamashita's art, and i am

going to order this book. i would suggest you put it in the
body of the blog. it is a little different because there is a

black background, and i don't want to stand out from all the
other art. i can't wait to see it! i am a huge fan of shunya
yamashita's art, and i am going to order this book. i would

suggest you put it in the body of the blog. it is a little
different because there is a black background, and i don't
want to stand out from all the other art. i can't wait to see
it! i just wanted to say hi, i just discovered your blog and i

love it! i am a huge fan of shunya yamashita's art, and i am
going to order this book. i would suggest you put it in the
body of the blog. it is a little different because there is a

black background, and i don't want to stand out from all the
other art. shunya yamashita beautiful noise art book is a
beautiful book of shunya yamashita's art work. the art in
this book is fantastic and the quality of the book is really
nice. i highly recommend this artbook. 9781785390719

shunya yamashita beautiful noise japanese edition the best
of japanese art book of the year beautiful noise by shunya

yamashita. beautiful noise by shunya yamashita
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(hardcover) read synopsis, reviews, publishing history, and
more with pictures a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w
x y z. beautiful noise 1 - shunya yamashita. beautiful noise
by shunya yamashita japanese edition - wikipedia the free

encyclopedia beautiful noise. beautiful noise by shunya
yamashita: shunya yamashita beautiful noise - youtube.
beautiful noise from shunya yamashita. beautiful noise.
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